Abstract Periodic data play a major role in many application domains, spanning from manufacturing to office automation, from scheduling to data broadcasting. In many of such domains, the huge number of repetitions make the goal of extesionally storing and accessing such data very challenging. In this paper, we propose a new methodology, based on an intensional representation of periodic data. The representation model we propose captures the notion of periodic granularity provided by the temporal database glossary, and is an extension of the TSQL2 temporal relational data model. We define the algebraic operators, and introduce access algorithms to cope with them, proving that they are correct with respect to the traditional extesional approach. We also provide an experimental evaluation of our approach.
for example, office activities, scheduling of trains, airplanes, lessons, . . .). Periodic data play a major role in many application domains, spanning from financial trading to scheduling, from manufacturing and process control to office automation and data broadcasting. Due to such a wide range of different contexts of application, it is widely agreed that adopting a "standard" and fixed menu of granularities (for example minutes, hours, days, weeks, years and so on in the Gregorian calendric system) is not enough in order to provide the required expressiveness and flexibility. For instance, Soo and Snodgrass (1993) emphasized that the use of a calendar depends on the cultural, legal and even business orientation of the users, listed many examples of different calendric systems and user-defined periodic granularities (for example the academic vs legal vs financial year) and stressed that different userdefined periodic granularities are usually used even in the same area (consider, for example, the definition of holidays in different companies, or in different school institutions). Moreover, the number of repetitions of periodic data may be very large (in some cases, repetitions may also be "open-ended"-for example therapies for chronic patients may be repeated life long). Therefore, in the Computer Science literature (and, in particular, in the areas of Databases, Logics, and Artificial Intelligence), there is a common agreement that formalisms are needed in order to cope with user-def ined periodic data in an intensional (elsewhere termed implicit) way (i.e., without an extensional storing of all the repetitions; see also the discussion in Section 2.1), and a large number of approaches has been defined to such a purpose (for example the survey by Tuzhilin and Clifford (1995) , dating back to 1995, focuses on the Database area, and takes into account 34 different approaches). Periodic data 1 play an important role in Databases, so that, for instance, a specific entry (see Terenziani 2009 ) has been devoted to such a topic in the Encyclopedia of Database Systems by Springer (Liu and Tamer Özsu 2009 ). In the Encyclopedia entry (Terenziani 2009 ), three main classes of Database (intensional) approaches to user-defined periodicities have been identified: Deductive rule-based approaches, using deductive rules (for example Chomicki and Imielinski (1993) and approaches in classical temporal logics), constraint-based approaches, using mathematical formulae and constraints (for example Kabanza et al. 1995) , and algebraic (also termed symbolic) approaches, providing a set of "high-level" and "user-friendly" operators (for example Leban et al. 1986; Niezette and Stevenne 1992; Bettini and De Sibi 2000; Ning et al. 2002; Terenziani 2003; Egidi and Terenziani 2005; Anselma et al. 2006; Terenziani 2000; Egidi and Terenziani 2004 , 2008 Cai 2000, 2002) . A comparison among such classes approaches is out of the scope of this paper (the interested reader is referred to Terenziani (2009) and also to ). However it is worth stressing that in most approaches in the literature (and, in particular, in all algebraic approaches), the focus is on the design of high-level formalisms to model (in an intensional way) user-defined periodicities in a "commonsense" or at least "user-friendly" way. Most such approaches do not take into account issues such as the definition of relational temporal algebraic operators, extending Codd's operators to query periodic data. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, only few algebraic (symbolic) approaches to periodic data have extended Codd's operators (i.e., Kabanza et al. 1995; Niezette and Stevenne 1992; Cai 2000, 2002; Terenziani 2003) , and none of them is based on the "consensus" definition of periodic granularity, nor is proved to be reducible to TSQL2 or to the standard non-temporal algebra (see the discussion in Section 7). In summary, although there seems to be a general agreement within the Database (and also Artificial Intelligence) literature that general-purpose intensional approaches are needed in order to cope with user-def ined periodic data, and despite the fact that a lot of such approaches have been devised in the last two decades, none of such approaches achieves properties (i) and (ii) below.
The goal of our work is that of devising such a comprehensive approach, in a "principled way", in such a way that (i) the data model has the expressiveness to capture all "periodic granularities", as defined in the Database literature (Bettini et al. 1998; Bettini and De Sibi 2000) , (ii) the data model is an extension of the TSQL2 consensus model (Snodgrass 1995) allowing to modelled standard TSQL2 tuples (and relations), and (iii) the algebraic and temporal query operators are correct with respect to conventional extesional approaches, in which all the repetitions of periodic data are explicitly stored. Noteworthy, our extended algebraic operators are correct with respect to standard nontemporal relational algebraic ones.
Property (i) grants that the expressiveness of our data model is the one requested by the temporal Database literature. On the other hand, property (ii) grants that our approach can be added on top of TSQL2 as a support to cope with periodic data. In turn, it is worth noticing that TSQL2 has been proven to be an extension of the standard relational model and allows to modelled standard relational model, and can be reduced to it in case time is disregarded. Therefore, property (ii) is essential, since it grants the interoperability of our approach with pre-existent TSQL2 or standard relational data. Finally, property (iii) grants that, although periodic data are only intensionally stored, we get the same (correct) results obtained with traditional (i.e., fully extesional) models. Moreover, in this paper we also provide testing, to show the advantages of our approach with respect to conventional extesional approaches, especially in terms of disk I/O's.
On the other hand, in this paper:
-We do not address the treatment of the transaction time of events (i.e., the time when events are 'inserted in'/'deleted from' the database (Snodgrass and Ahn 1985) ). As a matter of fact, transaction time is orthogonal to valid time (i.e., the time when the fact described by the tuples takes place), and no periodicity issue is usually involved by it. As a consequence, the approach dealing with the (periodic) valid time proposed in this paper can be trivially extended to deal also with transaction time, by coping with transaction time in the standard way proposed in the temporal database literature (see, however, the discussion in the concluding section).
-Although in this paper we deal with user-def ined periodic granularities we assume that each periodic granularity is directly expressed in terms of a "bottom" granularity (for example "seconds"; as we will see, this is not a limitation, given the definition of periodic granularity). Therefore, in this paper, we are not interested in dealing with issues concerning, for example conversions between periodic granularities, or properties of relations between them (except the bottom one), which is, on the other hand, a main focus of other approaches dealing with multiple (possibly periodic) granularities (consider, for example, Snodgrass 1995; Ning et al. 2002; Dyreson et al. 1995; .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a preliminary one, in which we first briefly mention the intesional vs extesional dichotomy, and then we report the basic definitions of periodic and quasi-periodic temporal granularities (Bettini and De Sibi 2000) (where quasi-periodic granularities extend periodic granularities to cope with finite exceptions). In Section 3 we propose an extended relational temporal data model coping with quasi-periodic granularities. In Section 4 we extend the definition of Codd's algebraic operators to cope with our temporal data model. In Section 5, we present an experimental evaluation of our approach, showing its advantages with respect to the "traditional" extensional approach. In Section 6 we compare our approch with the other approaches in the literature. Finally, Section 7 addresses conclusions and future work. The Appendix contains the Make_explicit alghorithm. A techincal report, avaible at http://www.di.unipmn.it/ TechnicalReports/TR-INF-2012-12-04-UNIPMN.pdf, contains accessory parts and technical details such as: the proof of correctness for difference, the algorithms for the main fuctions, and an analysis of the possibility of dealing with periodic data (both in the data representation and in algebraic queries) is some canonical "normal" form.
Preliminaries
In order to set the scene, in this section we first report some of the main arguments in the literature in favor of intesional approaches with respect to extesional ones. We then introduce the basic definitions in the Database literature on which our approach is grounded.
Intesional vs. extesional approaches to periodic data
A trivial way to deal with (possibly user-defined) periodic data consists in explicitly storing all of them. Such an approach, called "extensional" (or "explicit") approach, basically reduces periodic data to standard non-periodic ones. For instance, in order to deal with an activity X scheduled each day from 10 to 12 am in a year, an extensional approach can simply represent the valid time of the activity through list all of the 365 time periods in which the activity takes place (see the temporal database glossary as regards the terminology we adopt Jensen et al. (1998) ). The obvious advantage of such an approach is its simplicity: periodic temporal data are simply dealt with as standard temporal data, so that any temporal database approach in the literature can suffice. Moreover, it makes database implementation simpler, from indexing to query processing. However, there are at least two main disadvantages to the "extensional" approach:
-it is not feasible in the case of "open ended" data (i.e., of data whose valid time is open in the future, and for which there is no known future end). Dealing with open ended data one does not know the end point of repetitions, so that no explicit elicitation of all the data is possible. -it is not "commonsense" and "human-oriented": humans usually tend to abstract, so that they usually prefer to manage periodic data in an intensional way. For instance, in the aforementioned example, an "intensional" answer (such as "all days from 10 to 12 am") to a user wanting to know when activity X must be performed is, most cases, a more desirable answer.
Moreover "extensional" approach is more expensive in term of physical disk I/Os, due to the high storage size.
(quasi)-periodic granularities
In this preliminary section, we give the definition of granularity taken from the temporal database glossary (Bettini et al. 1998 ) (see Definitions 1 to 4 below), and its successive extension to cover periodic and quasi-periodic temporal granularities (Bettini and De Sibi 2000) (see Definition 5 below). Such definitions are the basis for our treatment of periodic data (i.e., data whose validity time can be described by user-defined periodic granularities).
Definition 1 (Time domain) A time domain is a pair (T, ≤), where T is a non-empty set of time instants and ≤ is a total order on T.
The time domain can be be (Z, ≤), (N, ≤), or (Q, ≤). Definition 2 (Granularity) A granularity is a mapping G from the integers (the index set) to subsets of the general time domain such that:
(i) if i < j and G(i) and G( j) are not empty, then each element of G(i) is less than all elements of G( j), and (ii) if i < k < j and G(i) and G( j) are not empty, then G(k) is not empty.
Basically, condition (i) grants that the granules in a granularity do not overlap in time, and that their indexes are ordered consistently with the time domain; Condition (ii) states that the elements of the index domain that map onto non-empty subsets of the time domain are contiguous.
Definition 3 (Granule) Each nonempty subset of the time domain in the image of a granularity is called granule.
Granules have a specific topology induced by the granularity function. Granularities provide a formal representation of abstract calendric concepts. In this paper, we restrict our attention to periodic and quasi-periodic granularities. The formal definition requires the definition of some relationships between granularities.
Definition 4 (groups into) A granularity G groups into a granularity H, if for each index j of H there exists a subset S of the integers such that H( j) = i∈S G(i). Intuitively, G groups into H if each granule of H is the union of a set of granules of G (for example days groups into weeks). Periodic and quasi-periodic granularities can now be defined. Such definitions will be commented and revisited in the next section, where we will provide our formalism to cope with periodic and quasiperiodic granularities in a relational context. Definition 5 (periodically groups into) A granularity G periodically groups into a granularity H if (i) G groups into H, and (ii) there exist positive integers n and m, where n is less than the number of nonempty granules of H, such that for
Intuitively, the quasi-periodic groups-into relation is basically a periodic groupsinto relation, but with some "additional granules". It should be stressed that the discussions before and after the definition of a quasi-periodic grouping in Bettini and De Sibi (2000) imply that the set of additional granules is finite and that each addition is a finite period; therefore we have added these constraints in the definition below.
Definition 6 (quasi-periodically groups into) A granularity G quasi-periodically groups into a granularity H if (i) G groups into H, and (ii) there exists a finite set of finite intervals E 1 , . . . , E z (each interval being a convex sets of granules; they represent the granularity exceptions) and positive integers n and m, where n is less than the minimum of the number of granules of H between any two exceptions, such that for all i ∈ Z, if H(i) = k r=0 G( j r ) and H(i + n) = ∅, and i + n < min(E), where E is the closest existing exception after H(i) (if such exception exists; otherwise E = max(k|H(k) = ∅), then
Finally, the definition of periodic and quasi-periodic granularities is given in Bettini and De Sibi (2000) in terms of a bottom granularity (Given the set of all granularities defined over the time domain (Z; ≤), and the relationship "groups into", the granularity mapping each index into the corresponding instant -same integer number as the index-is the bottom granularity with respect to "groups into" (Bettini and De Sibi 2000) ).
Definition 7 (Quasi-periodic granularity) A periodic (resp. quasi-periodic) granularity is a granularity periodic (resp. quasi-periodic) with respect to the bottom granularity.
Example 1 As a working example, let us consider the following user-defined periodic granularity. Let us suppose that, in the year 2007, starting from (the first hour of) Monday January 8th and ending on (the last hour of) Sunday December 23rd (here we assume that weeks start on Monday), an activity must be performed from 08:00 to 12:00, and from 14:00 to 18:00 each day from Monday to Friday (considering each day as a unique period, possibly with gaps in it), and from 8 to 12 on Saturday (let us call such a granularity "WS").
From Definition 7, we have that, by definition, each periodic granularity groups periodically with respect to a bottom granularity. Without any loss of generality, in the working examples we will assume that hours (henceforth "HR") is the bottom granularity. HR groups periodically into WS. First of all, notice that (i) each granule in WS is composed by a set of agranules of HR (i.e., HR groups into WS). For instance, the first granule WS(0) of WS is the union of the granules HR(176), HR(177), HR(178), HR(179), HR(182), HR(183), HR(184), and HR(185) (assuming to denote with HR(0) the first hour of January 1st, 2007). The second condition in Definition 5 demands that such a "group into" relation must be characterized by a periodic repetition of the "grouping pattern". An instance of the "grouping patters" (for example the instance concerning WS (0) 
Representing periodic and quasi-periodic granularities
In this section, we propose a representation of periodic and quasi-periodic granularities, based on the above general definitions. First, we focus on periodic granularities only. Our intensional representation of a periodic granularity G is a triple: Definition 8 In our approach a periodic granularity G is represented by a triple
where Durn is an integer representing the duration of the periodic pattern; I P is the set of the convex periods in one "periodic pattern"; FT is the "frame time" i.e., the interval containing all the repetitions of the periodic pattern. Some integrity constraints hold on such a representation. First, the periods in I P must be nonovervalapping; second, the duration Durn must be at least as large as the distantce berween the end of the last interval in I P and the start of the first interval in I P . For open-ended activities a special "infinite" symbol can be used as the right bound of the frame time.
Next we give an example. An interval having as first granule the bottom granule B(i) and as last granule the bottom granule B( j) is represented by " [i, j] [200, 203] , . . . , [296, 299] } is the first instance of the periodic pattern, and [168, 8567] is the frame of time containing all the periodical repetitions on the periodic pattern (notice that the starting time of the frame time is granule 168, since we suppose that the granule "0" is the first hour of 2007, and that the frame time starts exactly one week after it).
Before analyzing how such an abstract representation can be modelled in the relational context, let us briefly sketch the data model of TSQL2, probably the largest attempt to establish a "consensus" approach within the temporal databases community (Snodgrass 1995) .
TSQL2 data model
In general, (temporal) databases are used to store both the non-temporal data (in the form of tuples belonging to relations, if the relational model is used) and the temporal aspects (for example the valid times) concerning it. In many approaches (and, in particular, in TSQL2) , valid time is associated with relational tuples, in the form of a pair of timestamps (the first denoting the starting point of the valid time, and the second its ending point).
Definition 9 (TSQL2 valid time relation) Given any schema R = (A 1 , . . . , A n ) (where A 1 , . . . , A n are standard non-temporal attributes), a valid time relation r in TSQL2 is a relation defined over the schema
where VT S and VT E are timestamps representing the starting and the ending time of the valid time interval respectively.
In this paper, we propose a generalization of such an approach, in order to deal also, in an "intensional" way, with "periodic" data.
Definition 10 (periodic data) In the following, we use the term "periodic" (or quasiperiodic) data (tuple) to refer to data (tuples) holding at periodic valid times (i.e., to data holding on (quasi-) periodic granularities).
A relational representation of periodic data
The abstract representation of periodic granularities above is the basis to define our extended model, coping with periodic data in a relational environment. However, several aspects need to be investigated, and choices done. For instance, we could associate a unique identifier with each user-defined periodic granularity, and extend the data model with just an additional attribute, used in order to pair each tuple with the identifier of the granularity. One (or more) dedicated tables could then be used in order to associate with each identifier the "intensional" description of the granularity they denote. Although quite simple, such a solution presents several drawbacks.
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In particular, from the theoretical point of view, such a solution is not an extension of the usual representation of valid time (for example the one adopted in TSQL2), in the sense that valid-time "standard" tuples could not be represented in such a model (since, as sketched above, valid time is usually represented by a pair of timestamps). Devising an extension of the model used in a "consensus" approach such as TSQL2 is one of the main desiderata of our approach, since it guarantees that the "consensus" approach can be seen as a subcase of our general framework, so that it can be still used in order to deal with simple (i.e., non-periodic) cases. Moreover, our model is also based on the two considerations that, given a periodic tuple, its "frame time" can be interpreted, roughly speaking, as a rough approximation of its "valid time", in the sense that it contains all the time periods in which the tuple holds.
We can now define our new data model (called "periodic" data model) as follows:
Definition 11 (periodic relation) Given any schema R = (A 1 , . . . , A n ) (where A 1 , . . . , A n are standard non-temporal attributes), a periodic relation r is a relation defined over the schema
-VT S is a timestamp representing the starting point of the "frame time" -VT E is a timestamp representing the ending point of the "frame time" (or the "infinite" symbol for open-ended activities) -Durn is an integer representing the duration of the repetition pattern -Per id is an identifier, denoting a periodic pattern
As an example, let us suppose a periodic relation Activity, dealing with the activities to be executed on patients in an hospital. Each activity is simply represented by an activity identifier (attribute ActI D), a textual descriptor of the activity type (attribute Act_type) and by the (identifier of the) patient on which the activity is executed (attribute PatientI D), plus the temporal part. As an example, let us suppose that 'John' has to undergo activities of type 'A' at the periodic time WS defined above. The corresponding representation in our extended relational model is shown in Table 1 (where we use P1 to identify WS). In addition, in order to code periodic patterns, an additional dedicated relation (a valid-time relation, in the sense of TSQL2) is needed (called Periodicity relation henceforth).
Definition 12 (Periodicity relation) The periodicity relation Periodicity is a relation over the schema (Periodicity_I D, Start, End) , in which -Periodicity_I D is a textual attribute containing identifiers denoting periodic patterns -Start and End are temporal attributes (timestamps) denoting the starting and the ending points of the periods in a periodic pattern.
For instance, Table 2 shows the Periodicity table for the above example.
It is important to notice that, by construction, the temporal attributes of our periodic relations, in conjunction with the Periodicity relation, allow us to capture the intensional definitions of periodic and periodic granularities, so that the following property holds:
Property 1 (Expressiveness) Our extended relational data model can represent periodic granularities, as defined in Bettini and De Sibi (2000) .
A database in our model can be defined as follows:
Definition 13 (Database) In our extended model, a database is a set of periodic relations (see Definition 11), plus a dedicated Periodicity relation.
Relations with TSQL2 data model
It is interesting to analyze the relationships between our extended model and the TSQL2 data model (which, in turn, is an upward compatible extension of the standard SQL non-temporal one (Snodgrass 1995) ).
Actually, a TSQL2 valid-time relation can be seen as a degenerate case of a periodic relation in our approach, in which:
-the valid time corresponds to the frame time -the (periodic) pattern exactly covers the whole frame time
In other words, we may interpret a TSQL2 valid-time tuple starting at VT S and ending at VT E as a degenerate tuple of a periodic relation, having as frame time Table 2 Periodicity relation-intensional model
the interval starting at VT S and ending at VT E . Such a tuple is degenerate, in the sense that its periodic pattern covers exactly the frame time (i.e., there is exactly one repetition of the tuple, holding exactly on the whole frame time). As a consequence, any valid-time TSQL2 tuple < a 1 , . . . , a n , v s , v e > (where a 1 , . . . , a n are values for the atemporal attributes and v s and v e denote the starting and the ending time respectively) can be modeled (although not efficiently) as periodic tuple as follows:
-the tuple < a 1 , . . . , a n , v s , v e , v e − v s , id > is inserted in a periodic relation (notice that the value for the duration of the periodic pattern Durn is the duration v e − v s of the valid time of the tuple, and id is a new periodicity identifier); -the tuple < id , v s , v e > is inserted in the Periodicity table Thus, we can easily code non-periodic valid-time tuples in our model, though we emphasize that, obviously, such an encoding is not efficient. Therefore, the following property holds for our data model:
Property 2 Standard TSQL2 tuples (and relations) can be modelled in our approach.
Two desirable side-effects of the above property are the fact that (i) our model can be easily extended to cope with quasi-periodic data, and (ii) the algebra for periodic events also applies (as a degenerate case) to non-periodic tuples and relations.
Intensional representation of quasi-periodic data
Our intensional representation of a quasi-periodic granularity G is an easy extension of the representation above. It consists of a quadruple: Definition 14 In our approach a quasi-periodic granularity G is represented by a quadruple
where Durn, I P , and FT are as in Definition 8 and I E is the set of the convex periods constituting the aperiodic part.
Example 3 Extending the Example 1 above, let us suppose that John also has to undergo activity A on Saturday evening (from 14 to 18) in two specific days (say on January 13 and 20; let us call "WS+" the granularity WS with such an addition).
WS+ in represented in our formalism as follows, considering hours as the bottom granularity. Notice that, for the sake of generality, we admit that the non-periodic repetitions (if any) in a quasi-periodic granularity are outside the frame time. In other words, we regard the frame time as the span of time in which data repeats regularly (while additions are kept separate).
Periodic granularities can be easily represented in this extended formalism, by simply setting the third component to the empty set. For instance, WS above can be represented as follows: Also the extensions to our relational representation to cope with exceptions are easy. Given a quasi-periodic tuple, the "non-periodic" part of its granularity could be simply represented by a set of time periods, i.e., of "standard" valid times in the "consensus" approach.
It is also worth noticing that the non-periodic part of quasi-periodic data can be easily represented as a degenerate case of the periodic one. In fact, consider a quasiperiodic tuple t belonging to a periodic relation r, and having as aperiodic part a set of the convex periods p 1 , . . . , p k . Its aperiodic part can be simply coded in r, by using k periodic tuples value-equivalent (Snodgrass 1995) to t (i.e., having the same values as t as concerns the non-temporal values), each one having as VT S and VT E the starting and ending point of one of the periods (i.e., one of { p 1 , . . . , p k }), as discussed for Property 2 above.
As a consequence, even when dealing also with quasi-periodic data, we can maintain Definition 11 for a database in our approach.
By construction, the temporal attributes of our quasi-periodic relations, in conjunction with the Periodicity relation, allow us to capture the intensional definitions of periodic and quasi-periodic granularities, so that the following property holds:
Property 3 (Expressiveness) Our extended relational data model can represent periodic and quasi-periodic granularities, as defined in Bettini and De Sibi (2000) .
For example, let us suppose that 'John' has to perform activities of type 'A' at the quasi-periodic time WS+ defined above. The corresponding representation in our extended relational model is shown in Table 3 (while the Periodicity table is augmented with the entries for the new identifiers P1 and P1 ).
Extensional representation of periodic data
In the experimental part of this paper, we will use algebraic queries to compare our approach based on intensional modelling with the extensional approach. In the following, we show an extensional (TSQL2-style) representation corresponding 
to the intensional representation (called Activity_Ext) in relation Activity above. Table 4 extensionally represents a part of the data intensional represented in the Tables 2 and 3 above.
Temporal algebra
Codd designated as complete any query language that was as expressive as his set of five relational algebraic operators, relational union (∪), relational difference (−), selection (σ P ), projection (π), and Cartesian product (×) (Codd 1971) . In this section we propose an extension of Codd's algebraic operators in order to query the new data model introduced in Section 3. Such a temporal algebra can provide the ground for defining a proper extension of SQL, or of the temporal language TSQL2 (Snodgrass 1995) , to deal with periodic data, which is the goal of our future work. Several temporal extensions have been provided to Codd's operators in the temporal database literature (Snodgrass 1995; McKenzie and Snodgrass 1991) . In many cases, such extensions behave as standard non-temporal operators on the nontemporal attributes, and involve the application of set operators on the temporal parts. This approach ensures that the temporal algebrae are a extensions of Codd's operators and are reducible to them when the temporal dimension is removed. For instance, in BCDM (Jensen and Snodgrass 1996) , which provides a uniform semantics underlying several temporal database approaches, including the "consensus" approach TSQL2 (Snodgrass 1995) , temporal Cartesian product involves pairwise concatenation of the values for non-temporal attributes of tuples and pairwise intersection of their temporal values.
We ground our approach on such a "consensus" background, extending it in order to cope with periodic data. Before proceeding to the definition, we need to introduce a brief digression about the treatment of value-equivalent tuples. In the temporal relational literature, two tuples are said to be value − equivalent if they have exactly the same values as regards their non-temporal attributes. In the BCDM model, Jensen and Snodgrass (1996) , it is agreed that (from the abstract -semanticpoint of view) each tuple should be equipped with all its temporal information, so that no value-equivalent tuple can coexist in the same relation. While this is a major source of clarity for the abstract model, the different practical logical representations adopted in the literature have used different strategies to cope with value-equivalent tuples (see, for example the discussion in the TSQL2 book (Snodgrass 1995) ). For instance, the "consensus" TSQL2 approach admit value-equivalent tuples at the logical (representation) level, still retaining the underlying semantics dictated by the BCDM model. This choice has a strong impact on the definition of relational 
algebraic operators. For instance, in BCDM, and in the logical representations in which no value-equivalent tuples are admitted, relational union need to coalesce (Böhlen et al. 1996 ) the times of value equivalent tuples deriving from the relations being united; on the other hand, if value-equivalent tuples are admitted at the representation level, temporal relational union can simply put all the input tuples in the result. However, in order to maintain the underlying BCDM semantics, in such approaches (such as TSQL2), temporal relational difference need to consider the fact that value-equivalent tuples may be present in both input relations, so that all their times must be collected before performing the temporal difference between the temporal components of the tuples. In the following, we have chosen to follow the line of TSQL2 "consensus" approach, thus admitting value-equivalent tuples in our model. Also notice that, given Properties 2 and 3, and given the discussion in Section 3.4, the algebra also applies (although not efficiently) to quasi-periodic and non-periodic tuples, as a degenerate case.
In the definitions below, we denote by t[X 1 , . . . , X k ] the value of the attributes X 1 , . . . , X k in the tuple t.
In order to exemplify our algebraic operators we use the table Activity in Tables 1 and 5 . Moreover we have two other tables: Working_Shifts and Emp_Capabilities tables. Table Working_Shifts contains the time-tables with the working shifts of all the employees in the hospital. For instance, Table 6 shows that on 2007 Ann has the working-shift P2. Table Emp_Capabilities is a nontemporal table and contains types of activities each employee can perform (for example Ann is specialized in dialysis) (Tables 7). In addition, the Periodicity table also contatins the defintion of the working_shift P2 (for instance each day form 6 am to 2 pm, with vacation on Tuesday, see Table 8 ).
Our temporal relational union takes in input the tuples of two input periodic relations r and s, and gives them in output unchanged both in the non-temporal and temporal part.
Definition 15 (Temporal union ∪
T ) Given two periodic relations r and s defined over the schema
T s is a periodic relation q defined over the schema R P , and is defined as follows:
Our temporal relational projection simply operates on the non-temporal part of the input tuples, retaining only the values of the input attributes. The temporal component of the tuples is left unchanged.
, and given a subset
, and is defined as follows:
For instance, the query below asks for patients (and the time of their treatmens):
The resulting table is shown in Table 9 . The definition of selection on non-temporal attributes is trivial: only the input tuples whose non-temporal component satisfy the selection predicate φ are reported in output, unchanged (both in their temporal and nontemporal parts). Notice that φ is a predicate regarding non-temporal attributes only.
In the definition of Cartesian Product, lcm, min, and max denote the least common multiple, minimum and maximum functions; generate_id() is a function that generated a new unique identifier; pattern(id,Periodicity) denotes the set of periods corresponding to the identifier id in the table Periodicity, the time at which the new pattern starts, its duration. Moreover, the function generate_inters_ pattern takes in input two identifiers id 1 and id 2 of periodic patterns in the Periodicity table, the identifier id new of a new pattern (the intersection pattern) to be introduced in 
Periodicity)
For each pair of tuples (one from r and one from s) the output is a tuple which (as discussed above) has as non-temporal part the concatenation of the two nontemporal parts, and as temporal part the intersection of the temporal parts. In our representation of periodic data, the intersection is obtained by (i) intersecting the frame times (here and in the following we assume that operators-e.g. intersection, difference-properly cope with intervals that are infinite to the right) and (ii) intersecting the periodic pattern over a interval of time which starts at the intersection of the frame times, and whose duration is the least common multiple of the duration of the two input patterns.
Complexity As regards the nontemporal part, our extended Cartesian product behaves like standard Cartesian product, operating in a time proportional to the product of the number of tuples of the input relations. However, as in most temporal extensions (consider, for example, TSQL2 book (Snodgrass 1995) ), for each tuple combination the intersection of times is performed. While with non-periodic time (or, alternatively, with an explicit treatment of periodic time) the intersection of the time periods (of the two tuples being combined) is directly performed, in our approach we have to generate (for example through the fuction Make_explicit in the Appendix) all the periods in the output repetition pattern, for the duration of one whole repetition. Let Durn1, Durn2, n1, and n2 the durations of the repetition patterns and the number of time intervals in one repetition pattern of the two input tuples respectively. Make_explicit generates (n1/Durn1) * Durn and (n2/Durn2) * Durn time periods (temporally ordered), where Durn = lcm(Durn1, Durn2), operating in a time linear in the number of generated intervals. 4 Then, g_intersects evaluates the intersection of the two ordered sets of periods, operating in linear time.
It is worth stressing that, in the extensional approaches, all the time periods must be taken into account, not just the time periods in one repetition pattern.
For instance, an example of Cartesian product is:
The result is shown in Tables 10 and 11: The definition of temporal Cartesian product given above can be extended to temporal definitions of theta join, natural join, outer joins, and outer Cartesian products, in a way similar that done in Gao et al. (2005) .
For instance, as regards natural join, the above definition must be only modified in order to enforce the fact that two periodic relations r and s must be defined over schemas having a common set of attributes A 1 , . . . , A n (i.e., R1 Per id ) ) and the output contains the pairwise concatenation of those tuples of r and s having the same values as regards the common attributes, while the temporal component of the resulting tuples is defined exactly in the same way as for the Cartesian Product above.
Join can be used to check which employee can perform which actions:
(Working_Shi f ts T Emp_Capab ilities) T Activity In particular, the result of (Working_Shi f ts T Emp_Capab ilities) is a periodic table, so that the above operation applies (the interval join is trivial simplification, in the case one of the table is not temporal). The resulting table is shown in Table 12. P3 is defined as shown above in Table 11 . While the choice of admitting value-equivalent tuples make the definition of the above operators quite easy (and efficient, since no manipulation on the temporal components is needed except that for Cartesian Product), the definition of temporal difference proves necessarily to be quite complex, since an unpredictable number of value-equivalent tuples may be present in the input relations, and all of them may impact the final result. However, the definition of r − T s can be simplified by considering that, indeed, the final result can be equivalently obtained by operating on each tuple in s = {t 1 , . . . , t k } separately, i.e., r
For the sake of simplicity, we thus define difference r − T {t}, with no loss of generality.
Intuitively speaking, in the temporal difference r − T {t}, each tuple t ∈ r which is no value-equivalent to t is simply reported unchanged in output. On the other hand, if t ∈ r is value-equivalent to t, we must consider the frame times ]] of the frames times, a new periodicity must be computed. In such a frame time, a tuple value-equivalent to t must be provided as output, having as duration the least common multiple of the durations of t and t , and as periodic pattern the pattern obtained by making the difference (using the function generate_di f f erence_ pattern; see comments below) between the pattern of t and of t . Of course, if the resulting pattern is empty, no tuple must be provided in output.
In the definition, t[VT] is a notation to indicate both t[VT S ] and t[VT E ], and t[VT] − p[VT]
stands for the temporal difference of two intervals, which may result in zero, one or two intervals (we intend the if the difference is empty, no tuple is reported in output, while if the difference is one/two intervals, one/two tuples are reported). 
Periodicity)
The function generate_di f f erence_ pattern is analogous to generate_inters_ pattern, and generates in a frame time whose duration is the duration of the (new) repetition pattern obtained by making the difference of the two input patterns (each ones being a set of intervals).
Complexity As regard the nontemporal part, our extended difference operator behaves like standard difference. However, as in most temporal extensions (consider, for example, TSQL2 book (Snodgrass 1995) ), for each tuple t in r having valueequivalent tuples t 1 , . . . , t k in s, temporal difference between the time of t and the times of t 1 , . . . , t k must be performed (though the difference can be performed in a pairwise way, by computing the difference of t and t 1 first, and then the difference of the relult and t 2 , an so on, in any order). This computation results in an exponential process.
Property 4 (Evaluation of the difference of n periodic patterns) The difference of n periodic patterns (consisting of k 1 , . . . , k n intervals) results in a periodic pattern which, in the worst case, contains an exponential number of intervals.
In fact, let us indicate by Durn i and by k i the duration and the number of intervals in the ith periodic pattern. As a matter of fact, the duration Durn of the resulting periodic pattern is the lcm of the duration of each periodic pattern in the difference, which is, in the worst case, the product Durn 1 * . . . * Durn n of all the durations. In such a case, in the worst case the resulting periodic pattern contains k i * (Durn/Durn i ) intervals due to the ith periodic pattern (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n). In the worst case, this number is proportional to the product of the durations, which can grow exponentially with respect to the number n of periodic patterns.
Since we explicitly represent all the intervals in a periodic pattern, difference can involve a computation which is exponential in the number of value-equivalent tuples (see also, the discussion about Kabanza et al. (1995) and Cai (2000, 2002) in the comparison section).
Given any extended algebraic operator in our approach, and a database of relations expressed in our intensional data model, our approach is correct, in that it provides all and only the results that are provided by applying the corresponding temporal operators (for example BCDM or TSQL2 operators) on an extensional representation of the same data.
Property 5 (Correctness) Our extended algebraic operators, operating on the extended temporal model, are correct. 
Finally, notice that, in our approach, non-periodic tuples can be modeled as a degenerate case of periodic ones. Given the above definition of algebraic operators, the following property holds.
Property 6 When applied to periodic relations containing non-periodic tuples, our relational algebraic operators provide equivalent results as the BCDM (and TSQL2) algebra.
Temporal operators
New operators (which are not an extension of Codd's operators) can be defined on the new data model, to query the temporal information. First of all, a special operator can be introduced, in order to provide an extensional representation of periodic data. (r, [s, e] ) is a relation q defined over the schema R = (A 1 , . . . , A n | VT S , VT E ), and is defined as follows:
Definition 19 (Operator generating extensions
The Ext operator takes advantage of the Make_explicit function, and generates a new tuple for each one of the time intervals which constitute the extensions of a (intensionally represented) periodic granularity, in a given finite interval [s,e] .
Since, in our representation, different temporal components are considered (frame time, duration of the repetition pattern, repetition pattern), different sorts of temporal selection operators may be devised. Specifically, σ apply a proper temporal predicate φ to the frame time, periodic pattern duration and to the valid time of tuples respectively.
In the following, we define σ FT φ ; the other temporal selection operators are similar.
Definition 20 (Temporal selection σ
FT φ ) Given a periodic relation r defined over the schema R P = (A 1 , . . . , A n | VT S , VT E , Durn, Per id ), and a predicate φ regarding the frame time only, σ FT φ (r) is a periodic relation q defined over the schema R P , and is defined as follows:
For instance, an example of temporal selection on the frame time is: ([0,743]) (Activity) where the query selects those activities whose frame time contains January 2007.
OU T PU T : Activity
All the tuples in Activity Table satisfy the condition on the frame time.
For instance, an example of temporal selection on duration of the repetition pattern is: AL(168) (Activity) where the query selects those activities that repeat regulary each 168 hours (i.e. one week).
All the tuples in Activity (Table 8 ) satisfy such condition on the repetition pattern.
For instance, an example of temporal selection on the valid time is: ([192,193] ) (Activity) where the query selects those activities whose valid time contains the first two hours of Tuesday January 9th.
OU T PU T : empty
Notice that, althoug the frame time of the tuple in Activity covers the intervals [192, 193] , its validity time does not, so that the result of query is empty.
Empirical testing
In order to show the practical relevance of our intensional approach to efficiently manage periodic data, we have performed an extensive experimental evaluation. In particular, we have compared the performance of our approach with respect to the one of the standard extensional one.
We remark here that, with the term "extensional" approach, we mean the approach in which periodic data are extensional stored (see for example table Activity_Ext in Section 3), so that queries operate directly on such a representation. In the experiments, we have adopted the following methodology to index data.
Since it has been show in the literature that the RI-Tree (Kriegel et al. 2001 ) has the best performance considering the Physical disk I/O and the query response time, and at the same time can be employed within commercial RDBMS, we decided to employ the RI-tree in our implementation. Specifically, we index the VT S and VT E temporal attributes of intensional temporal relations using the RI-tree. For the sake of fairness tables for extensional approach have been also indexed in the same way.
All experimental results presented in this section are computed on a four 450 MHZ CPU-SUN UltraSparc II processor machine, running Oracle 10.2.0 RDBMS, with a database block size of 8K and SGA size of 100 MB. To ensure that the logical read of data already in SGA does not influence the results we flushed the the database buffer cache in SGA before every particular test. At the times of testing the database server did not have any other significant load. We used Oracle built-in methods for statistics collection, analytic SQL functions, and the PL/SQL procedural runtime environment.
We have chosen to compare our results considering the following parameters: space usage, physical I/O and query response time. We will especially focus on physical I/O, since it is considered to be the most important one while evaluating the efficiency of accessing data (Hellerstein et al. 1997 ).
Data sets
Our approach is domain and application independent, however for the testing, we have taken advantage of the previous experience of some of the co-authors in the medical informatics domain.
As a matter of fact, many activities are routinely executed at periodic time by nurses on hospitalized patients. Additionally, many medical therapies are a significant example of activities to be repeated at a periodic time (Anselma et al. 2006) . There are also cases of open-ended repeated activities (for example dialysis on diabetic patients must usually be performed twice or three times each week, for all the life of the patient). Moreover, data in hospitals are necessarily historical, since hospitals need to maintain the past history of their patients (as well as to store future data to schedule part of patients future treatments).
The previous research activity of some of the authors concerned "prototypical" medical data, since privacy motivations impose that we do not have currently available real data. In absence of real data, based on our experience, we have generated periodic data to simulate real applications scenarios. The following data distributions parameters have been considered (we used hour as the basic granularity): increasing, while future data are reducing (in fact, it is likely to know new activities in next week or month but not much more far in the future). -Distribution of the duration of periodic pattern; this parameter is shown in Table 13 , where it can be seen that the majority of periodic activities are repeated daily or weekly. -Non periodic tuples constitute about 5 % of the data.
The above mentioned parameters represent a real world scenario in a small hospital, which has relatively small number of patients and activities, and have been chosen on the basis of an evaluation of real periodic data in hospital. Despite periodic data in a hospital include also open ended data (since the ending time of the frame time may be unknown, as in the case of patients needing a therapy for all the rest of their life) in this testing we could not include such data because the extensional representation cannot support it. However, it is important to mention that the method presented could manage open ended data.
As regards the cardinality of the Working_Shifts and Emp_Capabilities tables, we also considered a real hospital scenario with about 1,000 employees and 100 activity types, also we assigned an average of ten different activity types to each employee. As regards working shifts, we may suppose that there are three possibilities, first from 6 am to 2 pm, second from 2 to 10 pm, and third from 10 pm to 6 am combined with the fact that each employee works six days a week (and that any day may be the vacation day) These two hypotheses lead to 6*3=18 different periodicities. We considered the weekly working shift. Also, we assumed that the working roster will be planned in advance for four weeks and will follow the same weekly pattern.
Experiment: data structures
In order to carry out the experiments, the same periodic activities concerning hospital patients have been represented both in the intensional and extensional model. In the intensional model, the representation of data required 353,367 records in the Activity table and about 2 million records in the Periodicity table. In order to represent the same activities in the extensional model, more than 194 million records are required in the Activity_Ext table, as shown in Tables 14 and 15 . As expected, the adoption of an intensional representation provides clear advantages as regards storage. For our medical real world scenario, the extensional method requires about 160 times more storage space for efficient management comparing to our intensional method, as it can be seen in Tables 14 and 15. As discussed above, we used the RI-tree method for indexing, which requires that the initial table is altered with the column node, which is calculated for every row of data by algorithm (Kriegel et al. 2001) . Also, two B + -tree composite indexes have been created LowerIndex (node, VT S ) and UpperIndex (node, VT E ).
To ensure that we can collect accurate information about physical disk reads on data and index structures we used Oracle built-in methods for statistics collection and queried V$FileStat, V$DataFile and V$SysStat system views. Space usage for Tables and Index structures are collected from the data dictionary view User_ Segments. 
Temporal algebraic operators: analysis and results
In this paper we focus on temporal Cartesian Product, Temporal Join, and also we investigate the extensional/intensional ratio (i.e., the ratio between the size of the extensional representation and the size of corresponding intensional one) in order to identify at what ratio our intensional approach starts to performs better.
Cartesian Product Given the nature of Cartesian Product, which pairwise combines all the tuples of the two input tables, directly running temporal Cartesian Product on the whole dataset was not possible. So for this experiment we generated tables accordind to the distributions with the structure, as explained in Section 5.2, but with a smaller number of rows. Since we intended to analyze performance as a factor of answer size we generated different tables for the intensional approach, to ensure that the temporal Cartesian product answer size is between 600 and 6,000. In all cases we ensured that the extensional/intensional ratio is about 50. All data from intensional tables have also been represented with extensional ones and all required indexes have been created. In our approach, Cartesian Product (as well as the other algebraic operators) applies to an intensional representation, and provides as output an intensional representation. In several cases, an "intensional" output is more commonsense and desirable than an extensional one. Since it is smaller of the corresponding extensional one, our intensional approach clearly outperforms the extensional one. However, to make the comparison with the extensional approach more complete and fair, in the experiments we also took into account a variant for our approach. We considered the case in which, after the execution of our temporal Cartesian Product, the intensional output is made extensional through an application of the Make_explicit function. Considering such a variant (indicated by "INT+MakeEXT" in the rest of this section), the output size is exactly the same as the one of the extensional approach.
In Fig. 2 we report the results concerning the response time (RT) only, while in Table 16 we present results physical disk I/O along with Query response time as a factor of answer size. In Fig. 2 we compare our approach ("INT") and its variant ("INT+MakeEXT") with the extensional one ("EXT") considering the different answer sizes (the answer size we show in the figure is the one of the "extensional" approach).
The results from the experiments shown in Fig. 2 and Table 16 clearly demonstrate the advantages of our intensional approach, and even of its variant "INT+MakeEXT". Specifically, while the increase of the answer size linearly affects the response time of our approach, the response time of the extensional approach significantly increases with it. For instance, with answer size of 618 rows, INT response time is only 0.21 s, INT+MakeEXT is about 1 s, while EXT is more than 2 s; with input size of 2,700 rows, INT response time is 2.7 s, INT+MakeEXT is 11.8 s, while EXT is 37 s; With input size of 5,695 rows, INT is 6.11 s, INT+MakeEXT is about 21 s, while EXT is more than 155 s, all details can be found in Table 16 . This clearly indicates the advantage of our intensional approach.
Temporal Join For Temporal Join experiment we ran a query against temporal tables Activity and Working_shifts to check which employees on duty can perform specific actions (ActID), (Working_shifts JOIN Emp_Capabilities) JOIN Activity. Specifically, our experiments concern the join, which is external in the query, i.e., the join between Activity and (Working_shifts JOIN Emp_capabilities). We also looked into how results are dependent on the answer size. Results are presented in Table 17 , where we show the answer size of the "extensional" approach. For the sake of fairness in order to have answer in same format we also converted results from "INT" to "EXT" ("INT+MakeEXT" approcah). As it can be seen "INT" approach outperforms the "EXT" approach and the difference is increasing with the increase of the answer size. Specifically, apart from obvious advantages of presented "INT" approach with regard to the physical disk I/O, "INT" approach achieves about ten times faster response time for the answer size of 12,545. Even "INT+MakeEXT" method, for the same answer size, achieves about six times faster response time than the "EXT" method, which clearly demonstrate the advantage of the method presented in this paper.
Extensional/intensional ratio
We also investigated at what extensional/intensional ratio our intensional approach starts to perform better. In order to obtain different ratios we generated different Activity and Periodicity (INT) tables, we varied the duration of the frame times and also considered different number of rows. However, all the experimental data have been generated in such a way that their conversions into the extensional model all have (approximaly) the same size. In Fig. 3 , we present the response time of our intensional (INT) as well as for extensional (EXT) approach considering the different values for the extensional/intensional ratio. The results presented are for the fixed answer size of approximately 3,700 records. Notice that the extensional approach is not affected by the ratio, since the size of the extensional table is always the same and therefore the response time is constant for the same answer size, and in our case it is 13.7 s. As expected, the greater is the ratio, the greater is the gain of our intensional approach. For example, when the ratio is 3, the response time of INT method is 15 s, while when the ratio is 6, the response time is 11.2 s, and when the ratio is 88, the response time is 1.57 s. It can be seen that our INT approach already starts to gain advantage when the extensional/intensional ratio is bigger than 4. It is worth reminding the reader that, as shown in Section 5.2, for our running example where we simulated real data for small hospital extensional approach required 160 times more space than our intensional approach.
Other issues
In the above experiments, we have compared the performance of our approach with respect to the traditional extensional one, showing its advantages. Finally, however, it is worth stressing that there are also additional advantages, in that the intensional approach we propose can deal with aspects that cannot be coped with by the extensional one. Open ended periodic data cannot even be represented in the extensional approach. Notice that such data are relevant in many application domains, including the medical one we have discussed in this paper (in the medical domain, chronic diseases such as diabetes require treatments to be carried on for all the life of patients). Last, but not least, it is worth stressing that, using an extensional approach to periodic data in domains such as manufacturing, in which the "extensional/intensional" ratio may be very high, storage is likely to be saturated, so that only a limited temporal window of temporal data can be maintained, and suitable vacuuming strategies need to be devised.
Comparisons
As already mentioned in the introduction, there are several 'intensional' approaches to user-defined periodic data in both the Artificial Intelligence and Database area, not to mention Temporal logics (see, for example the survey in Tuzhilin and Clifford 1995) .
In the following, we just focus on the most closely related ones. To the best of our knowledge, the only intensional representation formalism based on the "consensus" definition of periodic granularities has been proposed also by Ning et al. (2002) . However, they focused mostly on the representation formalism to deal with periodic granularities, and on the definition of the language operators needed in order to define new granularities on the basis of other granularities. On the other hand, they did not focus on a representation of such granularities in the relational model, and on the related issues of extending the relational algebra to query such data.
To the best of our knowledge, the only approaches focusing on an extension of algebraic operations to cope with intensional periodic relational data are Terenziani (2003) ; Kabanza et al. (1995) ; Niezette and Stevenne (1992) ; Cai (2000, 2002) . In the following, we analyze these approaches in more detail.
Terenziani has proposed a representation formalism to cope with periodic data in an intensional way, which was mainly an adaptation of Leban's one (Leban et al. 1986) . Language operators are provided in order to define periodicities in a "commonsense" way. For example, Select_Periods can be used in order to define Mondays as the set of the first days of the (European) weeks: Mondays = 1/Day NSDur Weeks. The language also contains the operators of union, intersection, difference and complement on periodicities. In temporal relations, symbolic periodicities defined using such a language are associated with tuples to denote their validity time.
Terenziani also provides an extended temporal algebra operating on the new data model, as well as symbolic and semi-symbolic algorithms to implement the algebraic operations. Notably, algebraic operations are mostly performed at the symbolic level (for example the union of "Mondays" and "Tuesdays" is the periodicity "Monday ∪ Tuesday"), although algorithms are used in order to eliminate redundancies (for example the output of the union of "Working-Days", i.e., days from Mondays to Fridays, and "Mondays" should be just "Working-Days" and not "Working-Days ∪ Mondays") and detect the emptiness (for example the periodicity "Mondays ∩ Tuesdays" is empty) of the resulting symbolic periodicities. Kabanza et al. (1995) have defined a constraint-based formalism based on the concept of linear repeating points (henceforth lpr's). A lrp is a set of points {x(n)} defined by an expression of the form x(n) = c + kn where k and c are integer constants and n ranges over the integers. A generalized tuple of temporal arity k is a tuple with k temporal attributes, each one represented by a lrp, possibly including constraints. For instance, the generalized tuple (a 1 , . . . , a n |[5 + 4n1, 7 + 4n2] ∧ X 1 = X 2 − 2) (with data part a 1 , . . . , a n ) represents the infinite set of tuples {(a 1 , . . . , a n |[1, 3]), (a 1 , . . . , a n | [5, 7] ), (a 1 , . . . , a n |[9, 11]), . . . } or, in other words, a tuple (a 1 , . . . , a n ) having an infinite periodic valid time. A generalized relation is a finite set of generalized tuples of the same schema. In Kabanza et al. (1995) , the algebraic operations have been defined over generalized relations as mathematical manipulations of the formulae coding lrp's. Niezette and Stevenne (1992) have proposed a symbolic extension to Kabanza's approach, mostly providing a symbolic formalism as an interface language, whose meaning is defined in terms of the underlying lrp expressions.
The approach by Cai (2000, 2002) is more general, since it focuses on the extension of the relational model to cope with spatio-temporal objects with continuous and cyclic or acyclic periodic movements. For instance, such an approach can model the movement of a swimmer periodically moving up and down on the Z axis (following the movement of the waves) and linearly on the X axis. Thus, Revesz's and Cai's approach is more expressive of the above ones, aiming to model a larger set of phenomena. Focusing only on the temporal component, periodicity is expressed in an intensional way by specifying intervals of the form [n, m] p, where p is a periodicity, denoting periodic sets of intervals (i.e., [n, m] 
. .).
Algebraic operations on the new data model are provided, allowing one to ask complex spatio-temporal queries, and their complexity has been studied in detail.
The expressiveness of our approach and of these approaches can be compared both at the data and at the query level. Clearly, the approach by Revesz and Cai aims to face a wider range of phenomena. In the following, we will limit our attention to the temporal issues (ignoring their ability to cope with object movements).
As regards data expressiveness, and focusing on the treatment of temporal periodicity, the formal framework provided by Egidi and Terenziani (2008) can be used to draw comparisons.
The approach of Egidi and Terenziani (2008) is built around five properties of periodicities, that guided both the classification of the expressiveness of several approaches in the literature, and the the definition of new language operators and new languages.
The properties were identified through a thorough exam of a wealth of practical examples, and taking into account several symbolic approaches (and the related languages), as well as previous attempts at a systematic treatment of the subject.
As in most symbolic approaches in the literature, Egidi and Terenziani take as the basis of their construction basic granuarities, that partition the discrete time axis into regularly repeating patterns of adjacent intervals (for example seconds).
The five properties are:
non-adjacency (NA) Essentially, this property requires that the periodicity can't be split in a finite number of periodicities that have adjacent intervals (for example "Mondays" have the non-adjacency property).
Gaps (G)
A periodicity P has Gaps if it contains gap intervals. G captures the fact that a periodic event occurs over time intervals with gaps i.e. holes in them (for example "Working hours on Mondays, from 8 to 12 and from 14 to 18").
Overlaps (O)
A periodicity P has Overlaps if the extents of some of the intervals have non-empty intersection. Overlaps might be necessary to keep track of distinct concurrent events (for example "Tom's and Mary's working hours on Mondays"). Eventually Periodic (EP) A periodicity P has the Property EP if it is a non degenerate eventually periodic event, or a bounded one. EP implies the presence of a finite aperiodic portion possibly preceded and/or followed by infinite periodic ones.
Structure (S)
A periodicity has Structure if it is organized grouping its intervals according to some basic granularities. Leban et al. (1986) pointed out the importance of grouping intervals into structured collections (for example "Mondays" grouped by "Months").
In the same paper it is also shown that The classes, ordered by set inclusion, form a lattice. In Egidi and Terenziani (2004a) the lattice is used in order to classify languages from the literature.
In particular, the paper shows that the periodicities that can be expressed by the languages by Terenziani (2003) and by Niezette and Stevenne (1992) are included into the class Cal N A,O,EP . Though the language by Kabanza et al. (1995) is not explicitly considered, if we focus our attention on two temporal dimensions, its expressiveness is the same as the one by Niezette and Stevenne (who basically propose a "highlevel" interface language on top of Kabanza's linear repeating points). Considering only its temporal component, the language by Cai (2000, 2002) closely resembles Kabanza's one (with two temporal dimensions), and is in Cal N A,O,EP , since it cannot express gaps and structure. On the other hand, the approach in this paper is based on the "consensus" notion of periodic granularities (see Section 2.2). Given their definition, granularities denote sets of time intervals that admit gaps both between (Property NA) and within (Property G) them. Moreover, they admit both periodic and aperiodic parts (Property EP). On the other hand, the definition explicitly excludes the possibility of having overlapping intervals (Property O), and does not provide any possibility of grouping intervals into nested subsets (Property S). Therefore, the granularities denoted by the above definition may at most have the Properties NA, G, and EP, and is included into Cal N A,G,EP .
On the other hand, as regards query expressiveness, all these approaches provide a temporal extension of the basic standard algebraic operators. The only notable difference regards the approach of Cai (2000, 2002) , which has a wider scope, and provides a spatio-temporal extension, allowing one to ask complex spatiotemporal queries such as if/when two periodically moving objects will meet.
Another interesting issue is the comparison of the above approaches as regards the complexity of the algebraic operations. Though all the above approaches propose a complexity analysis (the complexity of the approach by Niezette and Stevenne is the same as the one by Kabanza, since the computation of algebraic operations reduces to a computation on linear repeating points in the complex cases), such analysis has been provided considering different parameters, and different assumptions. In particular, Kabanza et al. (1995) have shown that their algebraic operations on normalized generalized relations can be computed in PTIME in the number of tuples in the database, if the schema of the database is fixed. On the other hand, if both the schema and the number of tuples in the database can vary, the difference of two generalized relations can be computed in EXPTIME. Cai (2000, 2002) have formally shown that for any fixed d dimensions, any fixed relational algebra expression can be evaluated in PTIME in the size of the input database.
On the other hand, Terenziani (2003) has shown that the evaluation algebraic queries in his approach may be exponential. Specifically, the evaluation of an expression containing n Cartesian products may be, in the worst case, exponential in n.
For our approach, we have shown that, in the worst case, the computation of difference r − s may involve the generation of a pattern whose length grows exponentially in the number of tuples in s that are value-equivalent to a tuple in r. Indeed, we have shown that such a complexity is not due to our specific approach (see Property 4). Indeed, although it is quite hard to compare the different proofs of complexity, we believe that the polynomial complexity results in Cai (2000, 2002) and by Kabanza et al. (1995) are strongly related to assumptions they made about the least common multiple. In Cai (2000, 2002 ) the complexity proof is based on the following assumption: "Let K be any finite set of natural numbers such that for any k1, k2 ∈ K the least common multiple of k1 and k2 is also in K. Similarly to Chomicki and Toman (1998) , we assume that the periods of all the Periodic Parametric rectangles in a database are in K. If we adopt the same assumption, and use max(K) as a constant upper bound for the periodic pattern durations as they do in their proof, also the complexity of our difference operator becomes polynomial. Analogously, also the complexity proof in Kabanza et al. (1995) seems to be based on the assumption that the least common multiple of the durations of the periodic patters can be maximized by a constant value. The complexity of the approach by Terenziani (2003) is different. As a matter of fact, the representation formalism used by such an approach is purely symbolic, and does not contain an explicit specification of the periodic pattern, and of its duration. As a result, the execution of algebraic operations does not involve the evaluation of the resulting periodic pattern and of its duration: only a symbolic string representing the resulting periodicity is provided as output. As such, Terenziani's approach does not have to face the problem of making explicit the exponential number of intervals in the periodic pattern of a union of n patterns. On the other hand, in such an approach, the size of the symbolic string representing the output of n Cartesian products may grow exponentially with respect to n.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach to cope with periodic data in relational databases. Specifically: -we have proposed an "intensional" relational data model for user-defined periodic data, which is based on the "consensus" definition of granularity in the temporal database glossary (Bettini et al. 1998 ) and its extension to cover periodic granularities in Bettini and De Sibi (2000) , and is an extension of TSQL2's data model (Snodgrass 1995 ) (i.e. standard TSQL2 tuples and relations can be modelled). -we have extended Codd's algebraic operators of Cartesian product, Union, Projection, temporal and nontemporal selection, and Difference, in order to provide a complete query language coping with intensional periodic data; Such operators are correct, and are an extension of BCDM (and TSQL2) algebra (see Property 4 ). -finally, we have developed an extensive experimentation of our model and methodology.
To the best of our knowledge, the only approaches in the literature focusing on an extension of algebraic operations to cope with intensional periodic relational data are Terenziani (2003) ; Kabanza et al. (1995) ; Niezette and Stevenne (1992) ; Cai (2000, 2002) . None of these approaches, however, cope with the definition of periodic and quasi-periodic granularity in the glossary. In particular, considering the formal framework in Egidi and Terenziani (2008) , none of them can cope with periodic patterns having gap intervals. Additionally the properties of being (both data model and algebra) an extension of TSQL2 does not hold for such approaches. Such properties are important, since they grant interoperability with pre-existent approaches, and implementability on top of them. Finally, none of the above approaches propose an extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed methodology. Specifically, the extensive experimental comparison between our intensional approach an the "traditional" extensional one is one of the main contributions of our work, showing the computational advantage of our intensional approach with respect to the extensional one.
Indeed, many databases have a regularly scheduled maintenance and update time and many transactions occur regularly, such as, weekly or monthly paychecks. In such cases, also transaction time is periodic. Though our intensional approach can be quite easily extended to cope also with transaction time, some interesting issues arise (such as, for instance, the opportunity of coping -or not coping-with future transaction times). We plan to deal with periodic transaction time in our future work. Another future extension regards the treatment of "negative" exceptions to periodic data (for example stores, restaurants, offices, etc. are not opened on Christmas and New Year's Day). Finally, it would be interesting to study the completeness of our algebraic query language. A relational calculus for periodic data could be introduced to such a purpose.
We describe the make_explicit algorithm. Given an implicit representation of a periodic granularity and an interval P, makes all the periods intersecting the interval P explicit. In other words, make_explicit generates all the periods represented by the implicit definition that intersect the input interval P.
The parameters of make_explicit are: 1. the duration of a periodic pattern, 2. the identifier of a periodic pattern, 3. the system relation Periodicity, 4. an interval P.
All the periods implicitly defined by the first three parameters, and that intersects P are reported in the output list. Notice that the generated intervals that are contained within the query interval P are directly given in output. However, the first of the generated intervals may start before the beginning of P (ending after the beginning of it), and the last one may finish after the end of P (starting before the beginning of it). In such cases, only the part of such periods that intersects P are reported in output.
